Abstract-During communication between neurons in a continuoustime analog neural network, propagation skew typically varies from neuron pair to neuron pair. For no dispersion, we have previously demonstrated that the steady-state performance of an iterative neural network is not affected if the combination of the neural network's weights and neural nonlinearity is contractive. In this letter, this result is extended to the case of dispersive skew. We show that, under nearly the same conditions, the same steady-state result will occur in the neural network in the presence of dispersive skew.
order. Neuronal analogues in such networks usually employ sigmoidal activation functions, which in some respects may be particularly suitable: they possess limited ranges, as do probability functions, and when class distributions have monotonic overlapping tails, posterior probability for a class c will i n fact be sigmoidal over paths of increasing D, and decreasing D,. in the input space. However, in a real problem, hypersurfaces of level probability in X may possess curvature, while for "neural" elements which pass an inner product of weights and inputs to their sigmoid activation functions, hypersurfaces of level output are hyperplanes in the input space. Formation of nonplane decision boundaries requires multilayer networks of such elements, or elements whose net inputs to their activation functions are higher order functions of their individual inputs. Home and Hush [ I ] have shown that a "neuron" with a logistic activation function and with a net input composed of a quadratic form as well as linear and constant terms is capable of learning (by minimization of sum-square error) exact representation of posterior probability in a two-class problem, in which both class probability densities are Gaussian. Interestingly, in the case where the covariance matrices for the two classes are identical, the hypersurface of equal probability becomes a hyperplane, and the common "neuron" with linear and constant input terms and a logistic activation function is capable of exact representation of posterior probability of one or the other of the classes.
Even if a network or other model is capable, for a particular choice of its parameters, of good approximation to posterior probabilities in some classification problem, there is no guarantee that other, poorer local minima in the weighted sum of squares of the deviations Sf;. do not exist. Such minima may prove to be obstacles to practical application of learning techniques such as gradient descent (e.g., error back-propagation [lo]), just as may be the case with deterministic problems.
A number of authors have suggested alternative objective functions for training based upon information-theory and statistical considerations [ 5 ] , [6] , [12], [13] , which may offer particular advantages over square-error, and which are generally compatible with back-propagation. The efficacy of such functions, the presence and avoidance of local suboptimal minima, and the overall performance of neural network models in learning to approximate posterior probabilities are promising subjects for further investigation.
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In high-speed iterative neural processors, the propagation delay between neurons and the response time of neurons to stimuli can be strong factors affecting the performance of the neural network. This is true in high-speed analog electronic neural networks, where the transmission line characteristics of interconnects must be considered, and in optical neural networks, where the interconnects are affected by the physics of the optics [ 11. In this letter, we show that dispersive propagation skew between neurons in an iterative neural processor does not affect the steady-state solution when the neural network's weights and nonlinearities meet certain contractive criteria.
Consider analog neuron i communicating its state to neuron j through weight a , . In the case of nondispersive skew, the delay time between these neurons, possibly proportional to their optical or physical separation, is r,,. If the interconnect displays dispersive skew, on the other hand, the received signal at neuron j will be temporally spread, rather than localized.
We have established conditions for the convergence of iterative neural networks in the presence nondispersive skew for the case of linear operations and have generalized the result to include sig- For nondispersive skew, the delay T in this expression in simply replaced by T ,~, which is the time delay between neurons i and j .
The feedback operation with dispersive skew can be written as where h, ( t ) is the temporal dispersion spread from neuron i to j .
special case of the linear operation:
We first discuss the asymptotic stability and convergence for the 
w h e r e ? ( t ) = t x l ( t ) , x z ( t ) , . . 
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Let HIJ(s), F, ( s ) , and Gi (s) denote the (unilateral) Laplace transform of hij ( t ) . J ( t ) , and g, ( t ) respectively. We assume that
F, (s) is analytic for Re
Lernmal: L e t A ( s ) = (~,~H , ( s ) e -" '~) .
If ( ) A ( s ) l ( < 1 forRe (s) 2 0 and Hij ( 0 ) = 1 for all i, j then (3) is stable and convergences to the result in (4) .
Note that the criterion that Hi,( 0 ) = 1 is identical to requiring that h,J ( I ) have unit area. A proof of Lemma 1 is given in the Appendix. Lemma 1 provides the foundation for the two following important special lemmas.
Lemma2: L e t B = ( I n , ( ) . I f I ( B ( I < I , ( H ,~( s ) ( I 1 f o r a I I
Re ( s ) 2 0 and H,, ( 0 ) = 1, then (3) is stable and converges to the result in (4).
Lemma 3:
Assume that the nondispersive version of (3) converges to the result in (4) . Let the dispersion be separable in the sense that H , ( s ) = H ; " ( s ) * H j " ( s ) . Let H,J ( 0 ) = 1 . If ( H l " ( s ) l I 1 a n d ( H : 2 ' ( s ) I 5 l f o r a l l R e ( s ) 2 O , t h e n ( 3 ) i s stable and converges to the result in (4). Proofs of Lemmas 2 and 3 are given in the Appendix.
We can now state our main result. (The pointwise vector operator q is comprised of the qi nonlinearity.)
Theorem 1: For a given matrix A , time deJays { T , , } and dispersions { h,, ( t ) } , if (3) converges for every f ( t ) which satisfies ( 5 ) and q is a nonexpansive operation, then (2) is stable and converges to the same steady-state solution as that obtained in the absence of any skew.
The vector operator q is said to be nonexpansive if ( 1 q ( 2 ) -q ( y' ) )I 5 I( x' -y' I( for all x' and 5. In summary, we have shown that a dispersively skewed nonlinear neural iteration is stable and properly converges if the neural nonlinearity is nonexpansive and the corresponding dispersively skewed linear iteration is stable. The stability and proper convergence of the dispersively skewed linear iteration can be ensured by adherence to the criteria in either of the three lemmas.
APPENDIX
Proof of Lemma 1
We take the Laplace transform of (3): We now construct a function f ( r,, t 2 ) to be collinear with 2 ( t l , rz). Let Q.E.D.
